PHPM631 (Kum)

4/21/2019

PHPM 631 Extra Credit
Due date: Submit on E-Campus by 8 pm Monday 5/6
Submission. Submit on E-Campus. See sections below for details
 Midterm correction extra credit: up to 50% of the points back you did not get on the midterm.
 Course Feedback extra credit: +10 points on the final (Your feedback will be graded on how
constructive and useful your feedback is for modifying the class for next year. Reasonable effort
will get +5 with reasons for more allowed for up to +10)
o Email TA (Theo): He will keep the response anonymous to me, but is able to give you credit.
Plagiarism: If you consult any outside sources when doing your work, you are expected to further document
these sources. Give credit where credit is due. Plagiarism will not be tolerated.
Guideline for grading
The midterm extra credit: you can get up to 50% of the points back you did not get on the midterm depending
on the quality of your submission.
Your course feedback will be graded on how constructive and useful your feedback is for modifying the class
for next year. Reasonable effort will get +5 with reasons for more allowed for up to +10 on your final.
Objective
 To learn content you missed on the midterm
 To give constructive and useful feedback on the course content
Midterm Corrections for Extra Credit
For all questions you got wrong on the midterm, do the following for up to 50% of the points back.
 Type up the question
 State your incorrect response
 State the correct response
 A few sentences explaining the correct response
Course Feedback Extra Credit
Write up feedback about the course content. In all responses, try to be specific (i.e. which assignment, lab,
lecture, guests, group presentations, readings, etc.) and why?
o Name three things you liked about this class so far?
o Name three things you did not like about this class so far?
o Name anything you would change? Why and how?
o Name three things you learned (what do you remember most)?
o On average, how many hours did you spend a week on this class outside of lecture?
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